MICRO-CYLINDRICAL POCKET HOOP INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS

Overview
Congratulations on your purchase of the Micro-Cylindrical Pocket Hoop system,
enabling you to embroider on finished pockets and other small tubular garments!
The following instructions are provided to help with the installation and use of the
Micro-Cylindrical Pocket Hoops (Melco Part numbers 33289, 33290, 33291).
Note: Although the Micro-Cylindrical Pocket Hoop system can be attached
to most Melco cap driver systems, it is best used with latest AMAYA 2005
or XT models and the XT Wide Angle Cap Frame (WACF) driver, PN 32884
(shown in picture 1). The XT WACF driver is not compatible with AMAYA
models prior to the 2005 and XT models.
Required Material
1. AMAYA 2005 or XT model embroidery system
2. AMAYA XT WACF (Wide Angle Cap Frame) Driver PN 32884
Installation Instructions
1. Install the Wide Angle Cap Frame Driver on your AMAYA machine as shown
in picture 1 and open the top 2 Locking Clamps on the driver ring.
2. Select the size Pocket Hoop you intend to use from the drop down list in
AMAYA OS.
3. Hoop the garment into the Pocket Clamp.
4. Rotate the driver to the right (clockwise) so that the alignment tab is located
as shown in Picture 2.
5. Install the Pocket Hoop as shown in Pictures 2 and 3 (note that the garment is
not shown). The alignment tab should fit into the slot located in the middle of
the mounting bracket on the Pocket Hoop. Lock down all 3 of the locking
clamps on the WACF driver ring. Although the lower, third clamp is not used
to hold the Pocket hoop in place, it will interfere with the base cover on the
AMAYA unit if it is left in the open position. If the garment is a tubular garment
such as a pocket or sock, make sure that garment encircles the lower arm
and does not get trapped between the hoop and the lower arm. This will
result in the front of the garment being sewn to the back of the garment!
6. Load and center the design to be sewn and begin sewing. The hoop and
garment should appear as shown in Picture 4.
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Picture 1: AMAYA XT with XT WACF Driver (note that the top 2 Locking Clamps
are in the open position)

Picture 2: Hoop Installation
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Picture 3: Installed Pocket Hoop (Note: Garment not shown)

Picture 4: Installed Pocket Hoop with Garment
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